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Abstract. This paper empirically analyzes bot activity in contentious Twitter 

conversations using case studies from the Asia-Pacific. Bot activity is measured 

and characterized using a series of interoperable tools leveraging dynamic net-

work analysis and machine learning. We apply this novel and flexible methodo-

logical framework to derive insights about information operations in three con-

texts: the senatorial elections in the Philippines, the presidential elections in In-

donesia, and the relocation of a military base in Okinawa. Varying levels of bot 

prevalence and influence are identified across case studies. The presented find-

ings demonstrate principles of social cyber-security in concrete settings and 

highlight conceptual and methodological issues to inform further development 

of analytic pipelines in studying online information operations. 
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1 Introduction 

Online social networks (OSNs) have provided citizens worldwide with a powerful 

platform to participate in political discourse and exchange views at an unprecedented 

scale [1, 2]. However, targeted information operations on these platforms curb such 

democratizing potentials by introducing artificial influences into online conversations 

[3]. Utilizing artificial agents like automated bots, information operations exploit the 

network structure of the social media platform (e.g., who speaks to whom) to manipu-

late dominant topics of discussion (e.g., who speaks about what). As political dis-

course increasingly encompasses the digital sphere, it is of prime significance for 

researchers and policymakers to develop integrated and effective frameworks for 

detecting and characterizing information operations across a variety of contexts [4]. 
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This paper proposes a novel and flexible methodological framework for under-

standing bot-driven information operations on Twitter. In the context of three conten-

tious issues in the Asia-Pacific, we utilize a series of interoperable tools leveraging 

machine learning and dynamic network analysis to (a) detect user accounts that exhib-

it bot-like characteristics, (b) examine the topics of discussion in which such agents 

are involved, and (c) assess their overall impact on the online conversation [5, 6]. On 

a basic level, our findings contribute valuable insights into information operations in a 

highly significant geopolitical region. More broadly, we illustrate the value of in-

teroperable pipelines for analyzing bot activity from the perspective of social cyber-

security [4, 7]. Finally, we provide practical considerations for stakeholders involved 

in the cases examined, especially as regards mapping artificial influences on conten-

tious political discourse. 

 

1.1 Information Operations in Online Social Networks 

Over the past decade, social media sites like Facebook and Twitter have become in-

strumental in facilitating online communication in both personal and large-scale con-

texts. In the political sphere, OSNs have introduced a highly democratized space for 

public discourse. The open lines of communication introduced by OSNs allow for 

diverse actors within and across societies to exchange ideas and information in a rela-

tively unconstrained manner [2]. However, for the same reasons, OSNs are also sus-

ceptible to manipulation. In the present work, we are interested in empirically detect-

ing and characterizing forms of manipulation such as targeted information operations.   

The use of information operations to influence public opinion is not new. However, 

targeted communications in the context of OSNs acquire a vastly accelerated potential 

to spread malignant messages. Disinformation, polarization, and even terrorist radi-

calization have all been associated with the unregulated proliferation of OSNs [8–10]. 

Extensive work shows how OSNs can be used to heighten intergroup conflict [11], 

recruit support for extremist organizations [12], or nudge electoral decisions [13]. By 

combining human and automated agents (i.e., bots), information operations leverage 

the dynamics of OSNs to affect real-world outcomes. Key stakeholders in such opera-

tions may span individuals and organizations to nation-states. 

 

1.2 Social Cyber-Security with Interoperable Tools 

Scholarship in the burgeoning field of social cyber-security seeks to understand and 

combat digital technologies utilized for adversarial purposes using a ‘multidiscipli-

nary and ‘multimethodological’ approach [4]. In this paper, we propose three research 

questions which operationalize foundational facets of social cyber-security inquiry. 

What is the level of bot activity in the online conversation? What messages are most 

targeted by bot activity? How does bot activity influence the social network? As we 

aim to show, these questions offer a general yet insightful framework for characteriz-

ing information operations across a variety of contentious political issues.  

We further propose a novel and flexible methodological pipeline of interoperable 

tools to empirically address these questions in concrete contexts. The tools embedded 

in our framework leverage various concepts and techniques in network science and 
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machine learning. Network science studies how entities and their relationships can be 

modeled using a graph structure with nodes and edges [14]. Dynamic network analy-

sis characterizes large, high-dimensional, and time-variant graphs to quantify the 

structure of online conversations, the importance of some actors over others, and the 

relationships between agents and the topics they discuss. Several machine learning 

algorithms are also embedded in our pipeline. First, Bothunter deploys individual- and 

network-level features to compute a probability that a given user is a bot [6]. The 

algorithm is a random forest trained on a labeled dataset of known bots. The second 

tool identifies whether a user is a news agency, a government account, a company, or 

a celebrity, among other pre-identified account types known to drive significant Twit-

ter traffic. This tool is based on a neural network model trained on a labeled dataset of 

user-provided account descriptions and their latest 20 tweets. 

At this juncture, we note that while these concepts are not new in the study of 

OSNs and bot activity, the key feature of our proposed framework is its integrated 

pipeline of analysis. Whereas numerous studies have produced novel means of ana-

lyzing social media data and bot behavior online, few demonstrate frameworks for 

synergistically and effectively using these tools to distill holistic and actionable find-

ings. In a practical setting, diverse data types and research questions must be exam-

ined concurrently, and therefore ought to be compatible for the generation and trian-

gulation of insights. As our findings illustrate in subsequent sections, this paper 

demonstrates an informative model of such an integrated framework. 

 

1.3 Contentious Issues in the Asia-Pacific 

To illustrate the utility of our proposed pipeline, we examine three case studies of 

contentious issues in the Asia-Pacific. We collect Twitter conversations surrounding 

the Philippine senatorial elections, the Indonesian presidential elections, and cam-

paigns against the relocation of a military base to Oura Bay in Okinawa. In all cases, 

tweets were in English, the local language (e.g., Filipino), or a blend of both. 

 

#Halalan2019: The Philippine Senatorial Elections. The Philippines holds midterm 

elections after three years in the sitting President’s six-year term. In May 2019, mid-

term elections will decide twelve senatorial positions, comprising half of the seats of 

the nationally elected Senate [15]. Set against the backdrop of the polarizing regime 

of President Rodrigo Duterte, the senatorial race constitutes a high-stakes contest for 

legislative power in the country. The race features major political figures representing 

administration-backed candidates and a coalition of opposition candidates. 

 

#Pemilu2019: The Indonesian Presidential Elections. In April 2019, Indonesia will 

hold general elections to fill a vast majority of its high-ranking political posts [16]. 

Foremost among these contests will be the race for the presidency, for which incum-

bent Joko Widodo will reiterate his 2014 clash against former general Prabowo 

Subianto. Whereas substantial controversy has surrounded Widodo’s term for its eco-

nomic underperformance and unconvincing stance on China, Subianto’s “Make Indo-

nesia Great Again” rhetoric has likewise been subjected to scrutiny for its similarity to 
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Donald Trump’s populist rhetoric during the 2016 US presidential elections. Both 

candidates will campaign for a five-year term of the nation’s leadership. 

 

#StandWithOkinawa: Military Base Relocation in Oura Bay. The final case con-

cerns the relocation of a US military base to Oura Bay in the Okinawa prefecture [17]. 

While relocation plans had been in progress since the mid-1990s, resistance from the 

local population delayed construction until a Supreme Court ruling in 2016. Concerns 

of the opposition include people’s safety in areas linked to military facilities, the pur-

portedly dubious proceedings legalizing the relocation’s approval, and environmental 

effects of the construction which may impact dugong habitats. 

2 Data and Methods 

To analyze information operations in the three Asia-Pacific contexts described, this 

study employed an integrated methodological framework. Utilizing interoperable 

network science and machine learning tools, we characterized the users, topics, and 

overall network influence associated with bot-like accounts on public Twitter data 

harvested with the STREAM and REST APIs. 

 

2.1 Datasets 

For each case study, a set of initial hashtags was generated based on mainstream me-

dia coverage of the issues. From this initial set, further search terms were iteratively 

identified and incorporated into the search. For the Philippine and Indonesian elec-

tions, search terms consisted of official election hashtags (e.g., #Halalan2019 in the 

Philippines; #Pemilu2019 in Indonesia) as well as the names and campaign slogans of 

candidates running for office. Meanwhile, for the case in Japan, the initial hashtag 

was #standwithokinawa, which encapsulated the campaign to resist military base 

relocation. From this initial search term, new terms were added including hashtags in 

Japanese. Table 1 summarizes the data collection methods used for each case study, 

the inclusive dates of the tweets analyzed, and the total number of tweets examined. 

Table 1. Description of case study datasets. 

Case Study Sample Hashtags Inclusive Dates Tweets Collected 

Philippine Elections #Halalan2019 Oct 2018 – Jan 2019 473993 

Indonesian Elections #Pemilu2019 Dec 2018 – Jan 2019 305959 

Stand with Okinawa #standwithokinawa Dec 2018 – Jan 2019 260562 

 

2.2 Analytic Procedure 

The overall analytic scheme followed a sequence of three broad stages: (a) user analy-

sis, (b) topic analysis, and (c) network analysis. Implementation flow is summarized 

in Figure 1. 
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During user analysis, Bothunter and role identity algorithms were deployed in par-

allel. The results of both algorithms were converged to construct a contingency table 

of predicted bots and possible role identities. The latter analysis clarified bot predic-

tions by providing an alternative explanation for the ‘bot-like’ behavior identified by 

the former tool. Only bots concurrently classified as non-special actors by the role 

identity algorithm were retained, providing conservative estimates of bot activity.  

 

Fig. 1. Interoperable pipeline of social cyber-security tools. 

Topic communities in the Twitter conversation for each case study were concur-

rently identified using ORA. ORA visualized Twitter users as nodes connected by 

weighted edges depending on the degree to which users had cited the same hashtags. 

Using Louvain clustering, we identified unique topics of discussion based on the 

hashtags used by the identified topic communities. The Louvain clustering algorithm 

optimizes modularity [18], which measures the network density within candidate 

clusters relative to vertices outside these clusters. Converged with the identified bots, 

we also identified which topics featured the highest level of predicted bot activity.  

Finally, network analysis on ORA examined the higher-level Twitter interactions 

which took place in each online conversation. Simultaneously computing a host of 

network centrality metrics, ORA generated reports of Twitter users identified as ‘su-

per spreaders’ and ‘super friends’ who wielded substantial influence in the collected 

dataset through their high-ranking centrality scores on communication networks (i.e., 

their messages are widely spread) or friendship networks (i.e., they are friends with 

many users), respectively. Such agents play an instrumental role in the online discus-

sion. Interpreted in conjunction with the user analysis and topic analysis, this high-

level approach provided a rich map of which messages (i.e., topics) are being propa-

gated by whom (i.e., bots), thereby assessing the impact of potential information op-

erations on the overall discussion (i.e., network influencers). 

3 Results 

Detected bots represented a non-negligible proportion of users across social networks, 

with notable country-level differences in general bot activity. Bot operations further 
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varied across contexts, with bots attempting to drive intergroup opposition, rally in-

tragroup support, or propel various facets of a contentious topic. 

 

3.1 User Analysis: Bots and Special Actors 

Bothunter produced probabilities that each user in the datasets was an automated bot. 

A 60% probability threshold was used for positive cases based on previous validation 

procedures with Bothunter. The role identity algorithm identified whether users be-

longed to special classes of actors with characteristically numerous tweets and fol-

lowers. Table 2 cross-tabulates these results. Numbers in bold indicate the final bot 

estimates given that the role identity algorithm did not indicate they belonged to spe-

cial actor classes. Percentages are relative to the total number of users in each dataset.  

Table 2. Detected bots with predicted role identities. 

Case Study Role Identities Unique Users  Detected Bots 

Philippine  

Elections 

Normal 63260 (78.79%) 9073 (11.30%) 

Government 7424 (9.25%) 1189 (1.48%) 

News Agency 3538 (4.41%) 510 (0.64%) 

News Reporter 2950 (3.67%) 630 (0.78%) 

Company 802 (1.00%) 103 (0.13%) 

Celebrity 2015 (2.51%) 172 (0.21%) 

Sports 300 (0.36%) 44 (0.05%) 

Indonesian 

Elections 

Normal 21987 (87.48%) 2568 (10.22%) 

Government 722 (2.87%) 95 (0.28%) 

News Agency 471 (1.87%) 26 (0.10%) 

News Reporter 60 (0.24%) 10 (0.04%) 

Company 1569 (6.24%) 215 (0.86%) 

Celebrity 230 (0.92%) 32 (0.13%) 

Sports 95 (0.28%) 6 (0.02%) 

Stand with  

Okinawa 

Normal 31428 (98.09%) 8750 (27.31%) 

Government 103 (0.32%) 30 (0.09%) 

News Agency 171 (0.53%) 22 (0.07%) 

News Reporter 23 (0.08%) 10 (0.03%) 

Company 261 (0.81%) 55 (0.17%) 

Celebrity 25 (0.08%) 3 (0.01%) 

Sports 29 (0.09%) 2 (0.01%) 

 

A non-negligible proportion of captured users across the three datasets were detected 

as bots by our algorithms. Across the contentious issues analyzed, between 10% and 

nearly 30% of all captured Twitter users were bots or bot-like, second only to ordi-

nary accounts in the datasets but outnumbering news agencies and government ac-
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counts. Country-level bot statistics appeared to be markedly different, with Japan 

having the highest number of bots and Indonesia the least among the case studies.  

 

3.2 Topic Analysis: Bot-Active Hashtags 

Topics in the Twitter conversations were identified by examining the most frequently 

used hashtags of Louvain clusters of agents. Top hashtags for the topic groups having 

the highest number of bots are presented in Table 3. Bot percentages are given rela-

tive to the total number of users in each topic group. Labels for topics were interpret-

ed based on the top hashtags validated by manually reading sample tweets. 

Table 3. Top hashtags in topics with most bot activity. 

Case Study Topic Bot Activity Hashtags 

Philippine 

Elections 

Opposition campaign 

(focused on Roxas) 
22.93% 

OtsoDiretso, MarRoxas, Rox-

asTayo, OposisyonKoalisyon, 

TheLeaderIWant 

Opposition campaign 

(focused on Hilbay) 
12.82% 

HilbayForSenator, MarRoxas, 

TeamPhilippines, OtsoDiretso, 

OposisyonKoalisyon 

Anti-opposition, pro-

Duterte 
13.18% 

NoToLiberalParty2019, Nev-

erAgainToLP, ImeeSolusyon, 

NoToNeri, TeamDDS2019 

Indonesian 

Elections  

Campaign for peaceful 

elections 
11.11% 

pilpres, pemiludamai, KPU, 

Pilpres2019, kampanye 

Campaign for opposi-

tion (Subianto) 
6.60% 

AkalSehatPilihPrabowoSandi, 

SumbarMemilihPrabowoSandi, 

2019PrabowoPresidentRI 

Campaign for incum-

bent (Widodo) 
1.40% 

OrangBaikDukungJokowi, 

01Indonesiamaju, jokowilagi, 

2019TetapJokowi 

Stand with 

Okinawa 

White House petition 

against base 
25.77% 

辺野古の海を埋め立てないで, 

ホワイトハウスへ36万筆署名, 

Democracy 

Protesting Shinzo Abe  24.18% 
ヤバすぎる安倍政権, ヤバす

ぎる緊急事態条項 

Referendum against 

military landfill 
22.93% 

県民投票, 辺野古県民投票, 

普天間移設問題 

 

For each topic above, the main hashtags (e.g., #Halalan2019, #standwithokinawa) 

were omitted as they appeared in all topics. In elections, both administration and op-

position candidates were discussed by bot-like accounts, suggesting that information 

operations may be used by both parties, or that bots aim to influence messaging about 

all candidates. Further research may probe this question. In the Okinawa case, it ap-

pears that both local and international issues are amplified by such accounts. 
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3.3 Network Analysis: Influencer Assessment 

Finally, top influencers were identified by network centrality. Super spreaders and 

super friends are identified in Table 4 with Bothunter scores. Asterisks mark verified 

accounts. Italics are for accounts suspended or moved since data collection. Bolded 

names may require deeper analysis due to high influence and bot-like behavior. 

Table 4. Super spreaders and super friends. 

Case Study Super Spreaders Super Friends 

Philippine 

Elections 

rapplerdotcom* (0.37) ru6dy9 (0.50) 

MARoxas* (0.41) raincyrainy (0.52) 

ATajum (0.44) mariagarciaah (0.42) 

cnnphilippines* (0.20) MayDPoresBeWidU (0.54) 

mariagarciaah (0.42) MelLegaspi1 (0.44) 

AsecMargauxUson (0.51) AsecMargauxUson (0.51) 

ru6dy9 (0.50) jvejercito* (0.69) 

BembangBiik (0.37) BoyoKiss (0.65) 

Indonesian 

elections 

Sandiuno* (0.47) Addarul1 (0.57) 

CakKhum (0.25) HotPepperminTea (0.51) 

Gerindra* (0.53) abiid_d (0.56) 

Addarul1 (0.57) abiyyu231299 (0.38) 

02Sandiaga (0.45) Rusydi_riau40 (0.52) 

 MangajatsCkp (0.55) 

 Bagusalghazali (0.54) 

Stand with 

Okinawa 

surumegesogeso (0.65) tkatsumi06j (0.30) 

robkajiwara (0.57) affluencekana (0.46) 

ISOKO_MOCHIZUKI (0.65) sabor_sabole (0.74) 

times_henoko (0.35) robkajiwara (0.57) 

29ryukyu (0.33) HempHere (0.34) 

mr_naha_das (0.49) 29_momechabo (0.57) 

BFJNews* (0.59) HIROMI150303 (0.48) 

 ActSludge (0.50) 

 

In each case, major influencers appear to be a mix of politicians (e.g., MARoxas, 

Sandiuno), media outlets (e.g., rapplerdotcom, BFJNews), and bot-like agents (e.g., 

BoyoKiss, sabor_sabole). While the first two categories are expected, the last are 

noteworthy especially as they dominate super friends. While their messages are not 

entirely influential (e.g., retweeted), their vast connections (e.g., followers) might still 
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make their messages visible to many. The present analysis thus flags accounts which 

may require deeper investigation of their activities and impact on public discourse.  

4 Discussion 

This paper analyzed three case studies of contentious Twitter conversations in the 

Asia-Pacific. Bots and bot-like accounts appeared to be non-negligible in terms of 

prevalence, participating in diverse activities such as promoting causes, antagonizing 

the opposition, and elaborating on various facets of an issue [7]. Country-level varia-

tions were observed, suggesting that information operations are more widely utilized 

in certain nations over others. Nonetheless, in each case, bots and bot-like accounts 

wielded significant influence, boasting high centrality measures on par with media 

outlets and government officials. Accounts requiring deeper investigation were 

flagged, among which some had already been suspended or deactivated, potentially 

providing partial validation of our predictions. 

In the growing field of social cyber-security, our results illustrate the utility and 

need for integrated approaches to assess, characterize, and combat targeted infor-

mation operations online. Pipelined interoperable tools triangulate insights beyond a 

single analytical approach. By providing a high-level map of potentially suspicious 

activity, our findings enable more in-depth inquiry into specific operations informed 

by specialized knowledge of local sociopolitical dynamics. Due to the ongoing nature 

of each campaign upon the writing of this paper, we note that new developments may 

arise beyond the scope of the present analysis. Within and beyond the Asia-Pacific, 

potential for covert intervention calls for rigorous vigilance from a diversity of fronts. 

We aimed to show how such vigilance might be implemented in practice. 
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